
The Girl CB 1481 

Chapter 1481-We compete for the head. 

 

Seeing nobody oppose Nikita, Rosa turned anxious. 

 

If she doesn’t say something, Nikita will really be the new head. 

 

Malcom never thought Rosa was against the decision. He scolded Rosa in a low voice, frowning. “I’ve 

made the decision. 

 

She’s the most suitable candidate. I chose her without any partiality. I know in my heart whether she is 

qualified or not.” 

 

Nobody among his disciples can compare with Nikita in the capabilities and talents. 

 

Others may not know this, but Malcom is clear that he made many efforts to ask Nikita to be the head. 

 

Finally, Nikita promised him. 

 

Therefore, he will never allow anyone to sabotage at this critical moment. 

 

He was also fond of Rosa. After all, he had only one female disciple. 

 

But he was very dissatisfied with her now. 

 

This usually clever disciple was against his decision now. 

 

“But Master…” Rosa was still unconvinced. “You wanted her to be the head. I can accept this result.” 

 



“However, since she has taken over this position, she must be confident that she can secure this 

position. As the head, 

 

she should also be very sure of her own strength.” 

 

“I can accept her, but I have one condition. Dare you agree?” 

 

After she said, she looked up at Nikita coldly. 

 

Malcom frowned more tightly. 

 

When he was about to say, Nikita opened her mouth gently. 

 

“What?” 

 

Rosa sneered and looked at her with some provocation in her eyes. 

 

“Let’s compete. The musical instrument that the disciples majored in is piano. If you want to be the 

head, you must play 

 

some songs with high skills.” 

 

“Let’s play the most typical song created by Mater and see our levels.” 

 

“If you can’t even compare with me, then you are not qualified to be the head. And another person will 

take it.” 

 

“Oh?” After listening to her words, Nikita’s eyes were still calm, her voice light. “What if I’m better than 

you?” 

 



“Then I will be convinced!” 

 

Rosa thought she will definitely win. “Then I’ll respect you as the head, no more opposition.” 

 

Malcom’s typical song was difficult to play. 

 

It can be regarded as his famous and peak work. 

 

Rosa practiced for several years before he played not badly. 

 

And any other disciples played much worse than Malcom. 

 

Rosa chose this tune, for she thought Nikita would not be better. 

Chapter 1482-Dare you accept my challenge? 

 

She practiced for several years before she reached her current level. 

 

Nikita temporarily accepted the challenge. How can she play well? 

 

Rosa’s request was unfair for Nikita, and she did so to disgrace Nikita, which others can see through her 

intention. 

 

Other disciples also knew how difficult Malcom’s typical tune is. 

 

Rosa dared to challenge Nikita by using this tune, which meant she made a plan. If Nikita consents with 

it, she has to go 

 

into battle without any preparation. 

 



Presumably, Nikita can’t play well. 

 

Rosa is very talented among the disciples. 

 

At a young age, she won many awards. 

 

On the professional level, Nikita is definitely not as good as Rosa. 

 

Other disciples all know that this is an unfair competition. 

 

Although they do not accept Nikita as the new head in their hearts, they still disdain to embarrass her by 

using what they 

 

are good to compete with what others are not. 

 

The eldest disciple hesitated and could not see such scene, saying. “Rosa, that tune is so difficult. Even 

we can’t play 

 

well. 

 

Let’s change into another one.” 

 

“Since we want to compete, of course we need to choose a difficult one. Simple songs are not enough.” 

 

Rosa’s eyes were more oppressive, and she sneered at Nikita. “If you have real capabilities, you won’t 

fear my request.” 

 

“If you don’t dare to accept it, it means that you are not qualified to 

 

be the head at all” 



 

“Master, that tune is your typical one. Now that you say that you are not biased, you’ll not oppose my 

request to compete 

 

with the future head?” Rosa turned to look at Malcom again. 

 

His face turned livid. 

 

He is not worried about that Nikita will lose to Rosa. 

 

But Rosa obviously did not take his words serious and made trouble again and again, which made him 

furious. 

Chapter 1483-Let’s get started. 

 

“Then let’s get started.” 

 

A few seconds after Malcom said, Rosa lifted her hands and fell them on the piano keys. Then a 

beautiful and stupendous 

 

sound came with her moves. 

 

It took half an hour to finish the whole song. 

 

When Nikita said they only need to play the most difficult parts of the tune, Rosa also agreed. 

 

Ten minutes later. 

 

After Rosa pressed the last note, the whole song finished. 

 



After she finished, she stood up and turned to look at Nikita with a malicious smile, eager to see Nikita’s 

disgrace, saying, 

 

“Future Head, it’s your turn. I believe you must give us a surprise.’ 

 

Rosa played well today. 

 

It was her best play in recent years. 

 

Even the eldest disciple who was the best at playing was surprised by her performance just now and 

thought that Nikita 

 

was definitely impossible to be better. 

 

Nikita walked forward, and Rosa gave way for her and stood by, still with a vicious smile. 

 

There is no way for Nikita to be the head. 

 

If it weren’t to find a reasonable excuse to stop Nikita to take over the school, she would disdain to 

compete with Nikita. 

 

Under everyone’s gaze, Nikita walked forward slowly and sat down in front of the piano calmly. 

 

For her next performance, other disciples have already thought that she will be definitely inferior to 

Rosa. 

 

Only Lauren and Malcom who knew her real abilities would know how thrilling her performance would 

be. 

 

Especially Malcom. 



 

He was even a little excited. 

 

He can’t wait to listen to what the music created by him will be after Nikita plays. 

 

Nikita has such ability. 

 

Every tune in her hand will become a strong and distinct one. 

 

Obviously, it is the same song and tone, but when she plays, it will present a very special and different 

feeling. 

 

Nikita didn’t play the piano to be accustomed to it as Rosa did. At the moment her fingers dropped the 

keys, a smooth and 

 

familiar melody rang. 

 

After the disciples who did not pat attention to Nikita heard Nikita’s first part, their face completely 

changed. 

Chapter 1484-They are convinced. 

 

“Yes, we should have believed Master’s decision from the beginning.’ 

 

“I didn’t expect that Master’s song could be played in sucha different style by her. She added female 

feelings to it, which is 

 

not abrupt at all, but also complementary with Master’s original context.” 

 

“Good! Wonderful!” 

 



Rosa stood next to these disciples. 

 

Hearing their words of praise, her expression on the face was so twisted that she even can not hide it. 

Everyone can see 

 

that she was very angry so that she trembled. 

 

She thought she would definitely win. 

 

Unexpectedly, Nikita had such skills. 

 

Nikita was much more skillful than she thought. 

 

Rosa has practiced piano since childhood and followed Malcom for so many years. Naturally, She is very 

clear about 

 

Nikita’’s level. 

 

She needs to try her best to play smoothly and to be careful not to make mistakes. 

 

But Nikita… 

 

Nikita plays easily from beginning to end, not as hard as her. 

 

Even if she is conceited, she has to admit the gap between her and Nikita. 

 

That is… 

 

Nikita plays much better than her. 



 

She even does not lose to Malcom. 

 

Before Nikita finishes the tune, the result has already been shown. 

 

She loses completely to Nikita. 

 

She is no longer qualified to prevent Nikita from becoming the head of the Evan School. 

 

After realizing this, Rosa’s face became more livid. Before Nikita finished playing, she said to Malcom 

with an angry face, 

 

“Master, I am inferior to her, and I am willing to admit my defeat. As for the head, you can arrange it as 

you want. I still 

 

have something to do. 

 

Master, Brothers, I will leave first.” 

 

After saying these words, she turned back and left quickly. 

 

She walked in a hurry, as if someone was chasing behind her. 

 

When Rosa left the living room, Nikita finished her tune. 

 

“And you?” 

 

Malcom did not take care of Nikita and took a look at other disciples. “Do you still feel that Nikita is not 

qualified?” 

 



“No, Master, Nikita… no, the head turned out to be a master. The song just played by her was 

wonderful, and we’re totally 

 

convinced.” 

 

“So, you don’t have any opinion?” 

 

The rest of disciples said at the same time. “Yes, we have no opinion on the head.’ 

 

Then they turned to greet Nikita. “Head.” 

 

Nikita replied gently, and she was not very accustomed. “Hmm.” 

 

Malcom handed the box to her again. “Nikita Swift, you will be the head of the Evan School in the 

future. I believe it will be 

 

carried forward and get better in your charge.” 

 

She sipped her lips and took the box over. 

 

Does Malcom have any misunderstanding about her? 

 

Why does he have this confidence that the Evan School can get better in her charge? 

 

Does he not worry about that his foundation he devoted almost his life to will be ruined by her? 

 

Rosa did not stop Nikita to be the head, but she was still reluctant to accept the result. 

 

As long as she imagined she had to greet Nikita respectfully when seeing Nikita later, she felt more 

uncomfortable than 



 

killing her 

Chapter 1485-Gossips 

 

“Is that See You On Monday? I have news in my hands. Do you wanna it?” 

 

With Lauren’s warm invitation, Nikita had dinner before leaving the holiday villa. 

 

When she left, Lauren stuffed her with several boxes of cakes which were packed in insulated food 

boxes. After she took 

 

them back, she could also eat the freshest dessert. 

 

Sheehan came to pick her up. 

 

He took the boxes and the one with the seal from Nikita. 

 

Sheehan looked down on the red wooden box and asked Nikita after getting on the car. “What’s this? 

The new jewelry you 

 

bought?” 

 

But it doesn’t look like a jewelry box. 

 

“This?” Nikita looked at it in his hand. “There is a seal inside.’ 

 

“A seal?” 

 

“Hmm.” Nikita nodded, “Malcom gave it to me. It’s a symbol of the head. If you are curious, you can 

open it yourself.” 



 

Sheehan was stunned. “The seal of the head? You said Malcom Evan, the famous pianist, gave you?” 

 

“Ah, yes.’ 

 

She only knew this Malcom. 

 

Sheehan got stunned again, then lowered his head to open the wooden box in his hand, and saw the 

jade seal in it. 

 

He did not sell jade, but he can see the jade the seal used was of excellent material, clear and green, 

without any 

 

impurities. 

 

Such excellent jade is usually used as jewelry. 

 

It is rarely used to make seals. 

 

These are not important. What matters is that Nikita becomes the head of the Evan School. 

 

“You are the head of the Evan School now?” After watching the seal, he slowly closed the wooden box 

and handed it back 

 

to her. 

 

“Well, yes.” She stretched out her hand to pinch the eyebrows. 

 

“Malcom is old and in poor health. I will help him manage it for the time being.” 

 



She promised to take over the Evan School, mainly because of Malcom’s poor physical conditions. 

 

He can’t worry too much. 

 

If he falls down, she will also be tired of his disease. 

Chapter 1486-A Visual Impact 

 

Sheehan looked at the shirt in her hand, and her eyes flashed slightly. 

 

He seemed to imagine what Nikita will look like after she puts on the black shirt. 

 

Nikita walked towards the bathroom. 

 

Sheehan restrained himself when she pushed open the door of the bathroom, but he failed, so he asked, 

“Will you sleep 

 

here tonight?” 

 

Nikita once slept here before. 

 

However, it is the first time for her to take the initiative to stay with him. 

 

She put her hand on the doorknob and turned to look at him, her eyebrows going up lightly. “What’s 

wrong?” 

 

Sheehan: “… nothing.” 

 

“Put some ice in the juice. I want to drink cool one.” After she said, she pushed open the door and 

walked into the 

 



bathroom. 

 

Moments later, listening to the sound of water in the bathroom, Sheehan sipped his lips, his eyes deep. 

 

He sat in the living room for a while, then got up and went to the kitchen to squeeze juice for Nikita. 

 

Ten minutes later. 

 

When he made the juice and just took it out from the kitchen, the door of the bathroom clicked. Then, 

Nikita came out after 

 

taking a bath. 

 

When he looked up, his eyes fell on the girl who was walking outward in his black shirt. And he paused 

 

Nikita was not short, but his shirt was long for her. The bottom of it reached above her kneels, two 

thirds of her legs 

 

shown. 

 

Her skin was very white, and the black made her skin as shiny as jade. 

 

The buttons of the shirt were not completely tied, so her collarbone was exposed. 

 

Sleeves were also rolled very casually. 

 

As she approached, he smelled the fragrance from her just after bathing. They used the same shower 

gel, but he felt that 

 

the fragrance from the girl was ever attractive. 



 

Nikita did not realize her charm for Sheehan. After she walked to him, got the juice squeezed by him, 

and took a sip, then 

 

she found that Sheehan was strange. 

 

His eyes were still fixed on her with some heat, making her feel hot. 

 

Nikita squinted and followed his sight. As if she recalled something, she smiled, reaching out to hook his 

collar. “Mr. 

 

Lambert, restrain your eyes.” 

 

He came to his senses, his eyes still on her and turning deep, and he said deeply. “You look great in this 

shirt.” 

 

“Well, I know.” She smiled again with teasing in her eyes, “So you will stare at it so long.” 

 

He looked at her perfect face and sensed her fragrance. 

Chapter 1487-Let’s make an appointment. 

 

Nikita was tired. 

 

After ten hours’ flight, she went straight to the hospital to treat Margot after she got off the plane. Then 

she went to visit 

 

Malcom. 

 

She hardly had any leisure all day. 

 



She originally wanted to play some games, but as soon as she touched the bed, she was so sleepy that 

she couldn’t open 

 

her eyelids and fell asleep. 

 

When she opened her eyes again, it was already bright. 

 

She put away the quilt, rubbing her eyes, picked up the mobile phone beside her pillow and looked at it. 

She saw a 

 

message from Sheehan. 

 

Sheehan: I’ll go to the company first. Breakfast is packed in an insulated box in the kitchen. You can have 

it by yourself. 

 

As she yawned, she replied with “Ok”. 

 

Then, she got up to clean herself and then went to the kitchen to take out the breakfast made by 

Sheehan. 

 

For breakfast, he made her favorite seafood soup and dumplings stuffed with crab meat, mild but 

delicious. 

 

She almost ate up all the food left for her by him. 

 

After dinner, she pondered and sent Nancy a message. 

 

Nancy replied immediately, so she may be browsing the phone. 

 

Nikita: Hmm. 



Nancy: I have something to discuss with you. Let’s make meet? 

 

Nikita: OK. 

 

Nancy: The same place. I’ll pick you up? 

 

Nikita: You go first. I’ll take a taxi. 

 

The place they would meet was an old café which looked like the style of the 1970s or 1980s. 

 

The coffee shop was in a by-street. 

 

Households along the alley is ancient. So does the café. It’s descended from previous decades. 

 

Nikita took a taxi. After she got off the car, someone greeted her warmly, “Miss Nikita, long time no see, 

you are getting 

 

more and more beautiful.” 

 

The boss is a middle-aged woman in her forties, who is beautiful, charming and amorous. 

 

The female boss knew both Nancy and Nikita. 

 

Both of them are rare beauties, and they are very generous to give her a lot of tips, so the boss has deep 

impressions. 

 

Nikita walked into the shop when the boss greeted her. Nikita asked: “Isn’t Miss Nancy with you?” 

 

“She arrived, just two minutes before you.” 



 

She took Nikita to Nancy’s private room. 

 

“Please wait a moment. I’ll go get ready.’ After the shop-owner took Nikita to Nancy, she left. 

 

Nikita looked at the woman sitting in the private room, who was smoking, frowned. 

 

“Put it out.” She covered her nose with one hand and said, “It’s too strong.” 

 

“All right, alright.” Nancy smiled and put out the cigarette she just lit, and then opened the window. 

 

Nikita walked over and sit down after the smell of smoke scattered. 

 

“Go ahead, what can I do for you?” She asked Nancy, straight to the point. 

 

“I like your character. Simple and direct, not sloppy.’ Nancy was still smiling, but she was gnashing her 

teeth. “Speaking of 

 

which, this matter has something to do with your rival in love.” 

 

Nikita frowned: “My rival in love?” 

 

“Oh, strictly speaking, it’s not your rival in love. After all, your Mr. Lambert didn’t take her seriously from 

beginning to end.” 

 

Nancy corrected. 

 

“You mean…” Nikita thought, frowning harder, “Rosa Garrett?” 

 



“Yes, that’s her.” 

 

Nancy said angrily, “Do you remember when someone came to talk to us about business 

Chapter 1488 What I want, no one can take it away. 

 

“Hmm?” Nikita looked at her. 

 

“Is our cheongsam shop. Didn’t Rosa come to us once before. She wanted to talk about cooperation 

with us, and then we 

 

rejected her?” 

 

After her reminder, Nikita remembered. 

 

Indeed, Rosa came to them once. 

 

But it’s not an important thing, so she doesn’t take it seriously. 

 

“Well, I remember it. Why, is there any follow-up?” 

 

“I didn’t think there would be any follow-up, but I didn’t expect…” 

 

Nancy’s sight suddenly cooled down. She snorted. “After she was rejected by us, she didn’t give up. She 

sent someone 

 

else came to talk about cooperation.” 

 

“At that time, you and I were gone.” 

 



“She did not talk about cooperation in the name of the Garrett Group, but changed to a company, and 

the conditions were 

 

nice. It seems that she is full of sincerity.” 

 

“So, you took her order?” Nikita guessed. “Then, now there is something wrong with this order?” 

 

Nancy gave her a thumbs up: “Correct. We delivered the goods on time, and now they say that there is 

something wrong 

 

with our goods, and they will return all the orders.” 

 

“Well, losing an order is not an unaffordable loss. It’s nothing to make less money.” 

 

“But…” Nancy said angrily. “She is spreading rumors all over the Internet now, saying that we have a 

huge quality 

 

problem. She clearly wants to bring down our cheongsam shop.” 

 

Nikita listened to Nancy expressionlessly: “So, the key point is whether there is any problem with that 

batch of goods. If 

 

there is no quality problem, it is useless for her to spread rumors and make trouble. If there is a quality 

problem, then what 

 

is going on?” 

 

Nancy took two drinks of ice water and moistened her throat before continuing: “All the goods have 

been inspected, and 

 



of course there is no problem. However, there is obviously no problem when leaving the factory, but 

when they arrived at 

 

their side, their quality inspection found that many cheongsams were damaged 

 

Nikita: “Then there is a problem.” 

 

Nancy gritted her teeth. “They must have done something in the middle! But our people were there 

when they inspected 

 

the goods. 

 

They saw it with their own eyes. The goods were indeed damaged.” 

 

“Have you ever thought that it is also possible that the problem is really on our side?” Nikita said. 

 

Nancy paused. “The problem is on our side? What do you mean?” 

 

Nikita said directly: “As long as she gives enough money, she can do anything.” 

 

“You mean…” 

 

“Well, someone on our side may have been bought.” 

 

Nancy paused again: “What should I do? Letting her slander us all the time? We’ve been running our 

factory for many 

 

years. I can’t accept it if it’s ruined by her!” 

 



Nikita rubbed the glass back and forth a few times. Her voice was indifferent: “Check the monitoring of 

the goods before 

 

them leaving the factory. If the monitoring video is still there.” 

 

“Well, what if the monitoring is gone?” 

 

“It’s gone?” Nikita looked up. Under her eyes there was a sense of pride. “Whether it’s there or not, she 

has to ask me. No 

 

one can take what I want.’ 

Chapter 1489-Why is there such a gap between people? 

 

Nancy and Nikita will never stay until the next day. 

 

They people immediately drove to the Silk Factory. 

 

Every cheongsam produced by their factory is manually cut. 

 

And this group of employees in factory have worked for at least four or five years. 

 

Before Rosa tried to cooperate with them, there was never any quality problem. 

 

Nikita let people find the surveillance video of the shipment on that day. 

 

At first, everything was normal. 

 

Just one hour before the shipment, the monitoring suddenly broke down, and nothing happened later 

was recorded. 

 



Nikita had expected this to be the case, so it was not surprising at all about such survey results for her. 

 

“The video is really gone.” Nancy looked slightly anxious. “You really guessed it right. There’s an insider. 

 

Nancy was very angry. 

 

If it was Rosa’s people who used the means, she wouldn’t be so angry. 

 

But the people on her side betrayed her… 

 

Her eyes were as if ignited with anger: “I’ve treated them well enough! Are they really that greedy?” 

 

Nikita seems to be unaffected at all. Calmly and indifferently she said, “Money makes the world go 

round. No one hates 

 

money.” 

 

Nancy sipped her lips. Without saying a word, she sulked for a while, and then said with anger: “Nikita, 

do you have a way 

 

to get back the video?” 

 

Nancy knows Nikita has such an ability. 

 

Sure enough, Nikita smiled and said lightly: “Give me a few minutes, I’ll try.” 

 

Nancy knew that if she didn’t say no, she could definitely do it. 

 

When Nikita was trying to restore the videos, Nancy clenched her fingers, standing by. She wanted to 

know which S.0.B. 



 

tried to scheme her. 

 

It’s difficult to find such a nice boss like her. Won’t they feel guilty when they scheme her? 

 

In about three minutes… 

 

Nikita, who restored the data in front of the computer, pushed away the mouse, pointed to the video on 

the black screen. 

 

She looked up at Nancy: “It should be done.” 

 

“The video is back?” Nancy looked at the time, although she knows Nikita is always so quick, she was still 

a little amazed. 

 

People may not be able to resume the data in three hours. 

 

She got it done just in three minutes… 

 

How can the gap between people be so big? 

 

Sometimes she is really curious. Will the things in Nikita’s head really be different from them? 

 

In other words, will Nikita’s brain capacity be much larger than that of ordinary people? 

 

“Hmm.” Nikita got up. “Come and see, I am not very familiar with these people in the factory.” 

Chapter 1490-What did she promise you? 

 

Being betrayed by a person she thinks is the most reliable makes Nancy angry. 



 

Nikita did not respond. 

 

This kind of thing is perfectly normal for her. 

 

No matter how reliable a person is, there are times when one can’t stand the temptation in the face of 

money. 

 

Rosa gives the person more than Nancy’s five raising of salary. 

 

The money given by Rosa may be more than enough for the person to spend throughout her lifetime. 

 

After finding out the person, Nancy called someone to call the employee to the office. 

 

The evidence is already very conclusive. 

 

The employee seemed to anticipate it. When the messenger went to find her, she was no longer at work 

and ran away 

 

ahead of time. 

 

Fortunately, Nikita had anticipated that she would run away. She arranged people to wait and finally, 

succeeded in 

 

blocking her at the back door. 

 

The staff couldn’t escape, and had to be taken to the office. 

 

“What did she promise you before you agreed to do this kind of ungrateful thing?” 

 



Seeing the employee, Nancy asked emotionally. 

 

The employee was not well-educated, her skills are mediocre. She shouldn’t have been worked in the 

factory. 

 

It was Nancy who knew that she was a single mother and sympathized with her. It was not easy for a 

woman to take care 

 

of her child, so Nancy let her stay. 

 

It is not wrong to say that she is ungrateful. 

 

The employee sipped her lips with teary eyes. After a long silence, she said, “Miss Nancy, I didn’t, I didn’t 

do it…” 

 

“You didn’t do it?” Nancy sneered. “You think if the surveillance camera is destroyed, I can’t get 

evidence, can I? Let’s see 

 

who is in this video?” 

 

Nancy turned on the surveillance video on her computer. 

 

After watching the video, the employees who was trying to denial was shocked, turning pale. 

 

That video… 

 

How come? 

 

Although she can’t understand why the destroyed video has been restored, any of her words are pale 

and powerless 



 

under the irrefutable evidence. 

 

“Say, what did Rosa promise you!” Nancy was still anxiously angry. 

 


